
Internal Pre-Finished  
FD30 Fire Door
Installation, Finishing & Care Instructions

It is important you read this le et before installing the door. The guidelines below will help ensur ted correctly and in a 
suitable environment. 

Doors for int ed before being hung. The below covers doors hung as single doors only.
This range of Fire Doors are tested to and are FD-30 Fire Rated when installed into the appropriate frame of 
70 x 30mm min thickness section and with a min of 12mm deep rebate or planted stop (see diagram 2 overleaf). If using planted stops, 
the xed using glue and 40mm long steel pins. 15x4mm lntumescent strip ted into the jambs 
and head of the frame. 
It is the responsibility of the installer to ensure that all Cer re hardware, lntumescent strips, door and frame ar
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ted correctly to 
meet all current Building and Fire Regulations. 
If in doubt check with your local Building Contr r. 

When hanging the Door there should be a 2mm min to 4mm max gap at each side and top 
and a maximum gap of mm between the bottom of the D overing,

A minimum of three cut-outs are required in the Door stiles and frame jamb for the hinge position 
Using the hinge as a template, mark the hinge positions on the appropriate Door stile. Then position the Door 

in the Frame and transfer the markings from the Door onto the Frame, ensuring that they are perfectly aligned. Hinges must be CE 
marked f re resisting doors. 
Again, using the hinge as a template, mark the hinge position and cut-out the recesses in the door and frame to the required depth 
allowing for any intumescent protection. Pilot holes should always be drilled for the screws. 
Fit the hinges to the Door in the prepared cut-outs with the screws supplie rews into all the holes in the hinge plate. 
Hang the door into the Frame, supporting it to achieve the correct alignment. Initially insert only one screw per hinge plate. 
Check that the Door closes correctly and has the height and width clearances as in diagram 2 below. If the Door touches the Frame 
at any point, the hinge housings may need adjustment. When the alignment is correc remaining screws into the hinges. If 
require Door Stops to the frame.

‘IF IN DOUBT SHOUT’

Both faces and all edges of this door are lacquered. To reduce the risk of distortion all trimmed edges and cut outs must be r ed 
before the door is hung. 

You can use water based or solvent varnishes. If using a solvent base we recommend the use of a VOC 2010 compliant product. 
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Do not trim the top edge or remove the Certifire label.



The surf resistant to the rigours of normal use and should usually only need regular light dusting with a  
soft cloth.

If sticky marks occur on the surface they can be removed with a dilute solution of warm soapy water. The offending area should be 
rubbed lightly and then completely dried immediately afterwards.

Use of cleaning materials containing abrasive compounds, solvents, acidic or caustic substances and any bleaches containing 
oxidising substances should be avoided as prolonged use may damage the painted surface.

As a general recommendation furniture polishes containing silicones should be avoided as they can contaminat face 
and cause pr ever needs repairing. If scratches or blemishes in the paint surface require repairing use Howdens 
repair kit.

Howdens will not be held responsible for any incidental work or problems as a result of bad storage, handling or incorrec
of our doors. The foregoing does not affect your statutory rights.
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Client name: ................................................... Door SKU code:  ......................................................

Installed by: .................................................... Signed: ................................................................... Date: .................................

 Door design sho wn is for 
illustration purposes only
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